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Introduction 

•  Creating meshes for realistic geometries is 
still a major bottleneck. 

•  The use of CAD systems for geometry 
definition is now routine. 

•  Exploiting this CAD data will significantly 
reduce the time required to create a mesh. 

•  Two methods are described for creating 
meshes suitable for analysis. 



Outline 

•  Data transfer for analysis 
•  Fault tolerant meshing 
•  Solid modeling 
•  CAD data integrity verification 
•  Solid model topology creation 
•  Demonstration – DLR-F6 (AIAA Drag Prediction 

Workshop) 
•  Conclusions 



Data Transfer for Analysis 

•  Complex geometries are 
routinely made in large CAD 
systems. 

•  Need to exploit these 
geometries for use in CFD, 
FEM, etc. 

•  Require high quality, robust, 
publicly available  transfer 
protocols. 



IGES 

•  Initial Graphics Exchange Standard 
•  Predominant file transfer format 

•  Adopted by the majority of commercial CAD systems 

•  Standard often loosely implemented 
•  Large collection of legacy data 

•  Boundary Representation (B-Rep) capability 
•  Early versions -  little or none  
•  Latest versions – present but rarely used 



CAD/Analysis Data Issues 

•  What do we want? - Analysis ready 
data 

•  Simplified 
•  Boundary representation (Brep) 
•  Watertight 

•  What do we get? - CAD/design data 
•  Typically massive data sets 
•  Overly complex 
•  Not watertight 



Watertight Mesh Creation 

Before mesh generation 
Geometry made 
watertight 
Mesh by construction 
closed 
Solid Modeling (SM) 

During mesh generation 
Mesh created on faulty CAD data 
Mesh modified and made 
watertight 
Fault Tolerant Meshing (FTM) 



Fault Tolerant Meshing (FTM) 

•  Workhorse 
•  Implemented since 2000 
•  Robust tool 

•  Focus on using mesh generation tools 
•  Use existing faulty CAD data 
•  Exploit meshing techniques to recover 

watertight mesh 



FTM Initial Mesh Creation 

•  Curve meshes created on the boundary 
of surfaces 

•  Surface meshes created using curve 
meshes 

•  Gaps and overlaps commonly result 



FTM Split/Merge 

•  Project end point of curves onto 
nearby curves 

•  Split curves 
•  Merge curve pairs 



FTM Merging 

Before Merging After Merging 

Curve used by a single mesh 

Curve used by two meshes 



Existing CAD Capabilities 

Curve, surface creation 

Intersection tools 

Layer manager 



Identifying Components 

Difficult to discern the correct 
curves comprising the hull panel 



CAD Meshing Cycle 

Meshing curves,  
surfaces 

Merging 
meshes 

Modifying  
geometry 

Identify  
discrepancies 



Watertight Geometry 

•  Components already identified 
•  Iterative process streamlined 
•  Reduces mesh merging operations 
•  Still leverage existing FTM algorithms 
•  Potential for automatic unstructured mesh 

generation 
•  Already available in solid modeling CAD 

systems  



Solid Modeling (SM) 

•  Ensures a watertight manifold database 
•  High quality geometric representation 
•  B-rep solid modeling 
•  Well suited to mesh generation 
•  Includes both geometrical AND 

topological information 



Topology and Geometry 

Model 

Surface Surface Cu
rv

e 

Face Face Topology 

Geometry 

PS-curve 



Import of CAD Data 

•  Import filter extended to include SM 
•  IGES 186, 502-510 entities 

•  SM data helps understand the designers 
intent 

No model data 

Model data 



Data Integrity Verification 

•  Ensures valid CAD data used in mesh generator 
•  Tests include 

•  Proper loop orientation 
•  Consistent coedge and edge  

•  Orientations 
•  References 
•  Geometry 

•  Group damage entities to allow users to 
attempt recovery of data 

1 

2 

3 

4 



SM Topology Creation 

•  When SM data is missing users can create 
solid models 
•  Exploit existing trimmed surfaces and models 
•  Creates new trimmed surfaces as needed 
•  Attempts assembly of trimmed surfaces and 

models 
•  If unsuccessful 

•  Examine database entities for mismatches 
•  Modify geometry using CAD tools 
•  Repeat until watertight model is created  



Model Connectivity 

•  Four types of edges 
Lamina 

Manifold Non-Manifold Wire 



Quilts: Meaningful Surfaces 

All edges are lamina 

Initially four  
independent faces 

Tol = Edge assembly tolerance 

Tol 

Duplicate 
edges removed 

All boundary 
edges are lamina 

All internal edges 
edges are manifold 



Demonstration 

•  DLR-F6 (DPWS) IGES type Count Entity type 

102 120 Composite curves 

126 996 B-Spline curves 

128 58 B-Spline surfaces 

142 60 Parametric curves 

144 58 Trimmed surfaces 



Fault Tolerant Meshing 

Automatic unstructured 
surface mesh 

Overlying surfaces 



Automatic Merging 

Trimmed surface edges 

Surfaces overlap Meshes merged and 
boundary points 
aligned 



Manual Merging/Spliting 

Lamina internal edge 
(indicates discrepancy 
between meshes) 

Manifold edge 
(two abutting 
surface meshes) 

All internal edges manifold 

Before 

After 



Final FTM Surface Mesh 



Solid Modeling 

Solids: assemble quilts and trimmed surfaces 

Quilts: assemble B-spline surfaces, trimmed surfaces 



Surface Intersection 

Detecting trimmed surface interference 

Trimmed 
surface TS1 

Trimmed 
surface TS2 

Interference 
region 

TS1 edge needs 
modifying 

Assemble curves 
and surface to 
create modified TS1 



Gap Filling  

1. Need to imprint 
red surface on the 
green surface but 
the surfaces do not 
intersect 

2. Green trimmed 
surface boundary 
adjusted by 
projecting red 
surface boundary 

3. Trimmed surface 
created to fill the 
gap 



Final SM Surface Mesh 



Anisotropic Tetrahedra 

DLR-F6: fully 
unstructured 
with BL 
resolution  

From CAD to 
final mesh 

~3hrs 



Conclusions 

•  Fault tolerant meshing 
•  Valid, mature method 
•  Degree of intervention is directly related to the accuracy of 

the model 
•  For a good model FTM is more efficient than SM 

•  Solid modeling 
•  Encompasses engineer’s intent 
•  Creating SM data is a considerable overhead 
•  SM data when present reduces analyst workload 
•  SM offers the potential of automatic mesh generation 

•  Both methods are complimentary strategies for mesh 
generation 



Future Work 

•  Autonomous techniques 
•  recovery of geometry discrepancies 
•  In situ modification of trimmed surfaces 
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